The Safety Wash!
Sung to the tune of *Safety Dance* by Men Without Hats

### Hand-washing technique with soap and water

1. We can wash 'cause we need to!
2. We can leave those germs behind!
3. With our soap we'll squash,
4. Those germs we will kibosh,
5. Then there'll be no germs to find!
6. I say, We can scrub 'cause we need to!
7. A scrub the germs will not survive!
8. And we can act like we're flying out of this world,
9. Leave the sick one far behind!
10. I say, We can wash! We can wash!
11. Everybody clean your hands!
12. We can wash! We can wash!
13. It's not worth taking a chaance!
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Adapted from National Health Service, who adapted from the World Health Organization Guidelines on Hand Hygiene in Health Care.